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Let S = Xl,X 2 ..... x n be a sequence of n distinct elements from a linearly ordered sel. 
We con~idet the problem of determining the length of the longest increasing subsequem~s 
of S. An algorithm which performs this task is de~ribed and is shown to perform n log n-  
n log log n + O(n) comparisons in its worst case. This worst case behavio~ is shown to be 
best po~ible. 
1. Introduction 
Let S = x 1. x2...-. Xn be a sequence of n distinct elements from a lin- 
early ordered set. In "this paper we examine the complexity of algorithms 
that compute the length L of the longest increasing subsequences of S: 
L = max {k" 1 < i I < i 2 < ... < t k ~ n and xil < ... < xik } 
We shall describe an algorithm which performs this task and which has 
a worst case running time of O(n log n). This bound is shown to be best 
possible for a fairly general model of computation. 
Our lower bound is obtained by isolating the sorting aspects of the 
problem. We show that a substantial mount of ordering information 
about the elements of S is required before the value of L is capaIgle of 
unique determination. Specifically, we consider the class of algorithms 
that perform comparisons, [x i : x/I, and branch in accordance with the 
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outcomes x/ < :c i or x i > x/. We show that a~y such algorithm provid~ing 
suffk:ient information to compute L must perfonm at least n log n - 
n Mgiogn + O(n) comp~u, isons in its worst case. (Logarithms are to th,t~ 
two.',} Furthermore, the algorithm we shall be, describing never per- 
forms more than an equivalent zmmber of comparisons, resulting in a 
fairly acc~ate approximation tc, the l~st worst case number of com- 
~n~ns  reqaired. While ¢ov nting comparisons plovides a lower bound 
for the overall timing of an algorithm, there is no immediate reason to 
bc!ieve that this nmnber bears a linear relationship to an upper bound. 
For example, ¢~en if we completely sorted S, we woald still have to do 
[~arther work to determine L. However, we begin by describing an algo- 
rithm whose totali running time is O(n logn). Throughout this paper we 
interchangeably use S to denote both the sequence x ~ ..... x ,  and the 
~t{x  l, .... _x, n}. 
2. An upper bound 
We describe an algorithm due to Knuth whose mechanism amounts 
to computing the first rc~w of the YoLmg tableau associated with S (see 
[ 2, ~ct ion  5.1.4][ ). 
We maintain a table T(/) which initially has 7"(. 1 ) = x I and is other- 
empty. Thea as / proceeds from 2 until n, we insert xj into the 
table a~ follows. Assuming T(k) is the last non-empty position of J, 
we compare xj with T(k}. If x~ > T(k}, we set T(k + 1 ) = x i. Otherwise 
we f'm~ * the least index ~ ;) i such that x~ < T(~) aad replace the cur- 
~t  v,d~e, of T(m) by x i. After all the elements of S have been proces- 
sed, L turns out to be the number of' non-empty positions of T. The 
validity of this algoritlmL is easily demonstrated° Assume x I , x2, ..., x/ 
have just been processed. At this stal, e the values T(i ), T(2), ... have 
~e fol lo~ng interpretation: T(k) is the least element in {xl, . . ,  x/} 
which constitutes the last term of an increasing subsequence of
~c 1 , .... x i of length k. ]his interpretation can be directly verified by h~- 
duction on/,  and the validity of the algorithm follows at once. 
Be, c~u~ the second to the i ast term of an increasing subsequence of
~ren~h k + I comprises the las! term of an increasing subsequence of
iength £, at any stage of the a tgorithm either T(k) < T(k+ I) or T(k+ I) 
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is empty. Therefore T( 1 ) < T(2) < ..., and if we are processing x/, we 
can deter~aine its proper locatior~ in T using a binary search procedure 
which can be done in time O(lo£.n). We conclude that this algorithm 
can be performed in time O(n lo~n). 
Now let us carefully count tht number of comparisons we might 
have to perform. Assuming we are inserting xj into T and that k posii- 
tions of T are not~-empty, as ~,e shall see, it is advantageous to first com.- 
pare xj width T(k), and then ifxi < T(k), perform [logk]furt~her com- 
parisons potentially requited by 'the binalv search; while if xj > T(k) set 
T(k+ I ) = x/. We never perform more than log L + O(1 ) comparisons for 
each insertion, and each time a new position of T is filled, which occurs 
L times, only one comparison is perfome,ct t. Therefore, no more than 
(1) (n - L) log L + O(n) 
comparisons can ever be required. "[he worst value for L is roughly 
~/log n; in wl~ich case, (1) becomes n log n-n  log log n + O(n). This 
proves the iollowing theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. There exists ~zn a;gorithm for computing L whose tot. ,I 
running time tls O(n log n ), aad which performs n log n - n log log n +O(n) 
comparisons in its worst case. 
3. A lower bound 
We can represent the comparison aspects of an algorithm that com- 
putes L using a binary comparison tree T. (An internal node of the tree 
is labeled with a compari~rl Ix i : x/], and branching oes to the left if 
x i < x/, otherwise to the fight.) ~ny one of the n! possible linear order- 
ings on S defines a path throutgh T leading from the root and ending at 
an external node (or leaf). I.e~t us assume that wasteful o:.~ redundant 
comparisons have been pn~¢led nr removed from T (comparisons whose 
outcomes are predtictable on the basis of the outcomes of the previous 
comparisons a~on~ the path from the root), so that to each leaf ~' of T 
there corresponds a partial ordering on S defined by the transitive clo- 
sure of the outcomes of the comparisons a~ong the path leading to .P. 
Furthermore, to each leaf ~ there corresponds a non-empty set of lin- 
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ear ortierings on S such that each linear ordering in this set defines th~ 
path li~rough T ending at £~. This set. of eom~e, is the s,t of linear era- 
beddin~ of the partial ordering correspo:~tding to £'. 
At t~ds point we can best regard L as being an attribute ,~f the linear 
orderin~ defined on S. For an algorithm to successfully compute L, ils 
a~ciai..~d comparison tree T must have ~the property that all of the lir:- 
ear orde rings in ~ihe set associated with any leaf must define the same 
value fo.~" L. We need the following def'miitions and lemmas. 
Let ~t~; ~;) be a partially ordered set. A chain is defined to be a sut3set 
of P lircafly ordered by ~. An antiehain is defined to be a family of 
pairwim incomparable e!ements. Our f'trst lemma is a statement of Diil- 
worth's theorem. A proof is given in [ 1, Chapter 71. 
~ma 3.i (Dfiworth). A finite partially ordered set' (P, <) can be p~:tr,i- 
tioned into m chains, where m is the size of  its largest antichain. 
~ma 3.2. Let P be a finite partially ordered set and let Q be a subset 
o f  P A~(v linear embedding of  f2 can be extended to a linear embedding 
o f  P. In other words, it is possible to linearly embed P in such a manner, 
that when restricted to the elements in Q, this embedding coincides 
with a previously given linear embedding of  Q. 
Roof. Let ~; ~ the partial oraenr~g on P. Extend tnis partial ordering 
by imposing upo:n it the linear embedding of Q. Any linear embedding 
of th3s extended partial ,ordering will satisfy the lemma. 
~ma 3.3. Ira linearly ordered set is partitioned into k chains, the 
original ordering can be algorithmically restored with at most n [log k ] 
comparisons. 
Proof. ThJi, s lemma is an easy consequence of the fact that two chains of 
size k I and k z can be merged with at most k I + k 2 - 1 comparisons. 
Lemma 3.4. Let S(n, k) denote the number of  linear orderings on S that 
define a vd, ue .for L that is less than k. Then 
¢2) . I I  S(n, k~ >1 n~ (1-(~)/k!). 
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Proof. ]'he pxobability that a particular subsequence xit, xi2 ..... xik is 
il~creasing is ~/k:. Since there are (~) possible subsequences of length k, 
we conclude that the probability that L >t k is ,~ (~)/k!. The lemma fo!- 
lows at once. 
We are now in a position to obtain a crude lower bound on the worst 
case number of comparisons require6 to compute L. Our argument ;.s 
basically information theoretic. Let A be an algorithm that computes L 
and let T be its associated pruned comparison tree. If T has N leaves, 
then T must have a path of length I> log ~: Because there corresponds 
at least one linear embedding to each Deaf of T, in at least one case A 
must perform at least log N comparisons. Our strategy is to show that 
N is large. 
Theorem 3.5. An algozithm that computes  L must  ;n its worst cast' per- 
fo rm at least ~: n log n -'.-O(n) comparisons. , 
Proof. Given a fixed k, to be chosen below, we derive this lower bound 
Sot algorithms that compute the answer to the more simple question, is 
L :~ k? Let A be such an algorithm and! let T be its associated comoari- 
aon tree. Con,~ider those leaves of T associated with tile ultimate conclu- 
Ision that L < k. We claim that the parlially ordered sets associated with 
these leaves h,,ve no antiichains of size k. For if there were such an anti- 
chain {xit ,  ..., xik ]', we could linearly embed it so that xit < xis if i r < i s, 
and by Lemma 3.2 this embedding could be extended to a linear embed- 
ding of S But for this embedding we would have L >t k, contrary to as- 
sumption. Therefore, by Lemraa 3.1, the partially ordered sets associat- 
ed with these leaves can be partitioned into fewer than k chains. Now 
consider the following enhancement ,4" of A. Whenever A concb~des 
that L < k, A* continues to completely sort S, which, by Lcmma 3.3, 
reqtrires no more than n log k +O(n) further comparisons. Denoting by 
T* the pruned comparison tree associated with A*, clearly T* must 
have at least S(n, k) leaves, rod therefore, must in its worst case per- 
form at least logS(n, k) comparisons. Consequently, A must perform 
at least log S(n, k ) -  n log k + O(n) comparisoos in its worst case. Choos- 
ing k = [3n 1/2 ], by Lemrna 3.4, S(n, k~ -.- ~.,!, and our theorem follows 
impaediately. 
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The algorithnl we have. described earlier i,~ shown by ( I ) to be capable 
o[ computing the answer to the question, is L ~ k?, by performing no 
more than n log k ÷ O(n),comparisons. Therefore, setting k - [ 3hi/: 1, 
we conclude that the bound obtained in the above proof is correct o 
within O(n) comparisons, for this simplified task. Furthermore, for 
k < O(n 1/2), these arguments can be generalized to prove a best worst 
case estimate of n log k + O(n) comparisons, although a better estimate 
for S(n. k)than that given by (2~, is required, invo~.ving the enumerative 
~heory of Young tableaus;. This strongly suggests that n log k + O(n) com- 
p~sons are required for a much wider range of k, but the above lower 
~und proof breaks down. What we need is a stronger application of 
Dilworl!h's resuiL 
Lcmma~ 3.6. Let < be a partial ordering defined on S. The maximum 
value of L a~sociated with any linear embedding o f  this ordering, is 
equal to the minimum number o f  decreasing subsequences relative to 
< into which ~, tan be ~artitioned. 
Roof. First, it is obvious that if we can partition S into k decreasing 
su~quences relative to <, then for no linear embedding can we have 
L > k. Hence, we have an inequality going one way. 
Let <' be the following partial ordering on S; x i ~' x~ if and only if 
xt < x/and / < i. The ordering <' is embedded in < and a chain in g' 
corre~onds to a decreasing subsequence r lative to <. If S cannot be 
partitioned into fewer than k decreasing subsequences relative to ~, 
then relative to <', there exists an antichain of k elements by Lemma 
3.1. Let xi~, xiz, .... xi k, il < i2 < ... < ik, constitute such an antichain. 
If i, < i s, then because x 6 and xq are incomparable r lative to g',  ei- 
the:r x.~, < xis, or xi~" and xis are incomparable r lative io g. Therefore, 
on the ~t  Q = (xi~ " ..... xik ), the ordering <", defined by xir g" xis if 
and only if i r < i s, is a linear embedding of < on Q. By Lemma 3.2, this 
car~ ~ extended to a linear embedding of S; and tor this embedding, 
L :~ k. Hence, we have the oppos':te inequality, completing the proof. 
~h~rem 3.7. An algorithm t:,at computes L must in its worst case per- 
7~rm at least ~ |ogn--n log logn ÷ O(n)comparisons. 
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Proof. Choose k < ½ n. We define, the following set I" of linear orderings 
ork S. Each linear ordering in F partitior:s S into k decreasing subse- 
quLences SI, S 2, .... S k, such that x i ~ S i and Xn_k+ i ~ S i for 1 ~ Z < k, 
arm each ,~Ilement in S/is less than each element in Si+ l for 1 < i<  k -  1. 
The orderings in I" are completely' specified only by having to state 
to which tmique set S/the element x~ belongs, for k < ] < n -k .  The 
mmlber of such ordenngs therefore is k ' -2k.  Furthermore, given an or- 
d¢,.:~i~ng i  [", there can be only one, way to partition S into k decreasing 
su, Pysequences relative to this ordering, namely these must be the sub- 
sequences S t , .... S k . To see this, try pm~titioning 
X l , X2 . . . .  , Xk '  Xn-  k+l ,  Xn-k  + 2, .... Xn 
into k dec~.-easing subse,~iuences. Weare forced to choose the subsequences 
x j, Xn_k, 1 ; x2, xn.-k + :~ ; etc. This in tm'n forces the p l~ceme, nt of the 
rer~laining ,elements of S. 
Now let: T be the primed comparison tree associated with an algorithm 
that coml;~ates L. We show that no two of the orderings in i" can be as- 
sociated with the same leaf. Consider the leaf of T associated with a par- 
ticular ordering A in F. As discussed earlier, since L = k for the ordering 
A, all line~3x embeddinlls of the partial ordering of this leaf must define 
I = k. He r~Lce, by Lemtna 3.6, this partial ordering defines a partition of 
S into k decreasing subsequences. The~ k decreasing subsequences 
mt=~t be the subsequences {S i} that define A, since S can be partitioned 
into k decreasing subsequences in only one way under the ordering A. If 
any other ordering in I' is associated with this leaf, it would also be 
consistent with the {S~ } partition and llherefo~re be A itself. Finally, 
since I1"1 = k ~- 2k T must have a path of length ~ (n--2k) log k. Choos- 
ing/c = In/log n ] completes our proof. 
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